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Research Interests
•
•

Energy systems modeling with a focus on understanding the correlations and interannual variability in
electricity demand and wind and solar resource availability and their potential impacts on grid stability
Coupled electric power–transportation systems with an emphasis on studying difficult to decarbonize sectors
that could benefit from hydrogen and other synthetic transportation fuels

Education
University of Wisconsin–Madison, Madison, WI
PhD, Experimental High Energy Physics

May 2018

The Colorado College, Colorado Springs, CO
Bachelor of Arts cum laude, Major: Physics

May 2009

Energy Research
Postdoctoral Research Scientist, Carnegie Science, Caldeira Lab, Stanford, CA

June 2019 – Present

Energy Systems Modeling
• Using linear programming optimization of a least-cost energy system model to explore fundamental questions
about a near-zero carbon emissions energy transition
• Analyzing interannual variability of wind and solar resources and their impacts on electric power capacity
markets and system reliability
• Exploring power-to-gas and synthetic liquid fuel technologies to utilize otherwise curtailed electric power
using a coupled electrofuel–power system model
• Participated with Carnegie team in an inter-model comparison project with other research institutions
Data Improvement
• Led a project to clean EIA hourly demand data for use by energy modeling community
• Developed algorithms to identify outlier data values in time series of hourly demand data

Physics Research
Postdoctoral Researcher, University of Wisconsin–Madison, CMS group, CERN
Research Assistant, University of Wisconsin–Madison, CMS group, CERN

May 2018 – May 2019
Jan. 2014 – May 2018

Data Analysis
• Conducted and published numerous analyses of the Higgs boson

Jan. 2014 – May 2019
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•
•
•
•

Responsible for statistical modeling and production of results
Constructed, ran, and processed the results of complex computer models
Developed novel background estimation techniques and uncertainty models
Collaborated closely with an international analysis team

Tau Algorithm Convener
Sept. 2017 – May 2019
• Coordinated and led a group monitoring and improving tau particle algorithm performance for data taking
• Implemented, calibrated, and validated new tau particle identification techniques
• Led team which measured and published 2017 & 2018 performance results
Algorithm Development
• Developed multiple identification algorithms targeting different physics scenarios
• Documented algorithms and their performance in published technical design reports

May 2016 – May 2019

Teaching Experience
Visiting Lecturer
Colorado College, Colorado Springs, CO
Mar. 2017 – April 2017
• Co-taught one semester worth of calculus-based introductory physics for physics majors
• Developed and lead the majority of laboratory sections
• Delivered multiple class lectures
Teaching Assistant
University of Wisconsin–Madison, Madison, WI
Aug. 2013 – Dec. 2013
• Ran discussion sections and laboratory classes for a non-calculus-based general physics class
• Received a review of “excellent” from the TA Review Committee

Research Skills
Leadership Experience:
• Convening and leading researchers in algorithm calibration and measurements
• Leading an analysis team as the CMS contact person and primary editor of analysis paper
• Training and mentoring multiple University of Wisconsin graduate and undergraduate students
Computer Modeling:
• Linear programming and optimization
• Conducting statistical hypothesis test of multiple predicted scenarios
• Identifying and researching the largest uncertainties in models and their results
Data Analysis Experience:
• Data-mining using both small scale and grid computing resources
• Optimization of data selection increasing signal strength and reducing noise
Computation Experience:
• Python – 6 years as primary coding language
• C++ – 5 years as secondary coding language
• Using GitHub as primary version control and collaboration tool for analysis code
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Professional Memberships
American Physical Society, member since 2013
American Geophysical Union, member since 2019
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